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Clean the 
oceans.



Executive Summary

The goal for Wild Robots was to follow up on the community of Protei. Protei 

is an open source commity that aims to create open  marine vehicles that will 

clean the oceans of oil spills and plastic debris.

The final concept of this project consists of developed model for the community 

platform of Protei. This report also consists of a description of developing a sailing 

catamaran capable to sail autonomous based on already existing technology.
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Introduction



Introduction

Nowadays, oceans are becoming more dirty and unclean. 

There are happen much oil spills and the plastic debris 

areas in the ocean are growing everyday.

Protei aims to clean the oceans with a global communty 

of scientists, engineers, makers and sailors that 

passionately develops sailing robots that will clean the 

oceans in the future.

The online community is driven by modern business 

models and aims to be open.

The goal for us as Industrial Design students at the 

TU/e was to add something to this global community of 

passionate people that will clean the oceans.

I was really enthiousastic when I heared about the 

opportunity to join this project and add something to it. 

In this report I will describe how I’ve done this and what I 

have developed in the end.



Process



In the beginning of Wild Robots, the 
project was approached together with 
our group.
Together, there was focused on 
developing a boat capable of holding 
a module that could perform a certain 
task.  As a shared goal we defined the 
following:

There was chosen by everyone what task 
he performed within the overall goal. This 
because there were different visions of 
what the preferences were to develop for 
the own personal developments. Besides 
that aim there was a preference to work 
on a shared goal.

Peter chose to develop a bird-repelling 
module, where Ruben chose to focus on 
a sustainable energy source. Tim chose 
to focus on the technology for the boat. I 
focused on the boat design and aimed to 
craft an autonomous sailing catamaran.

The goal for me was a very broad 
goal and could be interpreted in many 
ways. In the first semester there was 
focussed on the catamaran and a 
swarm controlling system. In the second 
semester there is aimed to bring all the 
ideas and concepts of Protei together. 
There is targeted to shape a platform for 
the community of Protei where it could 
meet the big community of ambitious 
DIY people.  

Approach

“Design an autonomous boat, by 
using interactive modules.” 



First Semester
- Intelligent Catamaran

-MoosIvP



The first weeks of Wild Robots there 
was focused on a good hull design. 
After some brainstorming the aim was to 
create a self-rotating catamaran.

When you make the center part relatively 
rotatable with the tubs it can turn itself 
automatically in the good position again 
when it is capsized.

As form exploration there was made 

catamaran out of wood. This prototype 
consisted not of a tub rotating feature 
but was made to explore the building 
process of a catamaran. This catamaran 
also could use it as a model for 
technology and I planned to build a 
bigger variant.

There was expirimented with the first 
parts of an autonomic boat. Therefore I 
made wind direction sensor and a wind 

speed sensor. I mounted them on the 
boat and soldered all the parts together. 
After writing the code the boat was able 
to sail in a straight direction based on 
the wind direction. When the wind speed 
was to high, to boat stopped sailing and 
should eventually perform a capsize-
preventing action. 

The code of the is added in the appendix 
A

Intelligent Catamaran

self rotating catamaran True Wind and Boat Wind





MOOSIvP
Besides the first concepts of the 
catamaran there was also focused on 
swarm behavior of multiple sailing 
boats. The aim was to supply a system 
that was able to control the boats 
as a swarm and assign goals for this 
swarm.
This because, the sailing boats should 
eventually perform as a swarm 
cleaning the oceans.

Research was done targeting this aim, 
and the most realistic and capable 
solution for the Protei goal of swarm 
behavior.

While thinking about a good system 
to control a swarm of sailing boats, I 
came up on the website of MOOS-IvP.

MOOS-IvP (Mission Oriented Operating 
Suite) is a set of open source C++ 
modules for providing autonomy 
on robotic platforms, in particular 
autonomous marine vehicles. [1]
This system really looked excellent for 
the Protei swarm behaviour task.
When looking deeper into the 
information and guides the website 
of MOOS-IvP provided, there was 
compiled a MOOS-IvP server as a test 
of feasibility.

A MOOS-IvP client, or sailing boat, 
should run on a linux computer. The 
transfering of instructions and the 
data of sensors will be communicated 
with a protocol of MOOS-IvP over a 
long range communication device.

[1] http://oceanai.mit.edu/moos-ivp/pmwiki/pmwiki.php?n=Main.HomePage



Final Concept
Setting up challanges and 

completing them



Setting up challanges for 
the final concept
At this moment Protei almost only built 
sailing vessels themselves. While the 
strength of the Protei project eventually 
has to be the community behind it. In the 
end the communty is there to develop 
the boats and finally the cleaning of the 
oceans.

In the end, Protei exists to arrange the 
systems and platforms to be able to 
manage and coördinate all the fleeds and 
boats in the most efficient way. 

This final concept implies a realistic plan 
to help Protei realize to let the ambitious 
DIY community join the Protei community.  
The key to the big community of DIY 
people is to make the development of 
autonomous sailing vessel easy to build 
and cheap to manufacture. When this is 

achieved the development of such kind of 
sailing vessel is much more accessible for 
everyone. 
The DIY community will buy basic kits 
of tools and electronics to build a protei 
sailing vessel.

They will put it in the ocean and control it 
from shoreside to clean the oceans from 
oil and plastic.
The sailing vessel provides a housing for 
the module in it.
Also other purposes of a sailing vessel 
could be realized. For example; the 
bird repelling module of Peter could 
be integrated on the boat. Even more 
puproses could be integrated in the sialing 
vessel.

The final concept is split up in challanges 
that forms a blueprint sketching the 
future work process of protei.

The overall challenge is to create a 
concept for a stable autonomous boat 
communicating with a central control 
system and to operate the swarm. 
Another part of the final concept is to 
create a conceptual online platform 
for the protei community that should 
handle all the people that will contribute 
to the project. The platform will offer a 
controlling center for the fleeds and an 
crowdsourcing platform that could be used 
while building the sailing boat.

 



Setting up 
Challanges



1 2
Create a stable 
oceans sailing 
vessel
The essence of Protei is 

making a boat capable 

to tame the oceans. The 

current boat designs of 

Protei turn out to not 

be very stable. In the 

“Intelligent Catamaran” 

chapter I explain my 

concept about the “self 

rotating catamaran”. This 

boat design could be a very 

good alternative to the 

current boat designs. In 

the first challange is aimed 

to build a sailing boat that 

could also house a module 

in the end. The boat has to 

be stable and very strong. It 

also has to be able to house 

electronics and protect 

them from the water.

Make the sailing 
vessel intelligent
When the first challange is 

completed the sailing vessel 

should be made intelligent. 

Adding several sensors as 

the wind direction sensor, the 

windspeed sensor, a gyroscoop 

and a GPS will make the boat 

aware of his current situation. 

With the right programmed 

software the sailing vessle 

will be able to make the right 

decisions.



Create a community 
platform
The community in the end will control all the 

boats. So there have to be defined a system 

that is able to give the shoreside controlling 

system instructions of what the boats should 

do. Everyone that has build a boat should be 

able to have influence of their own boat, but 

also all the boats should act as an efficient 

swarm of boats.

3 4 5
Enable a communication 
portal
The third challange should full fil the needs of 

the next layer. To send positioning data and 

recieve instructions from shoreside the boat 

has to be able to communicate on long range. 

How should this be realized?

Create a shoreside control 
system
When completed challange three, the boat 

is able to retrieve commands from the 

shoreside. The fourth challange hereby is to 

create a system that is able to give the right 

instructions. A system that is aware of all the 

positions of the boats should be able to process 

them as a swarm and clean the targeted area in 

a most efficient way, aware of all the different 

factors.



Working out 
challanges



1

Create a stable oceans sailing 
vessel
To complete this challenges there was extended 

on the first catamaran prototype. The catamaran 

was first modelled in solidworks. With the help of 

a catamaran hull design guide on (http://www.

catamaransite.com/catamaran_hull_dimensioning.

html) the right proportions of design were chosen. 

The two tubs should be capable to house several 

batteries, where the centre hull contains a motors to 

control the sail and rudder. At the centre hull there is 

also space for a module that should fulfil goal of the 

vessel. In the future there will be an option to buy 

a kit with a certain module for your boat. When you 

recieve this kit you can mount this on your boat and 

use boat as a sailing vessel moving the module. 

The other project goal, while building this sailing 

vessel was to build upon the existing technology, 

therefore the already existing boat of Rick Bootsman 

was bought. The sail and the winddirection sensor 

was used from his boat and used in the catamaran.

image shows the hull design of the catamarn



2
Make the sailing vessle intelligent
To add intelligence to the sailing vessel there was build upon the code of 

Rick Bootsman. He build also a protei sailing boat the last semester. The 

motors of his boat where put in the catamaran even as the wind direction 

sensor and the digital compass shield. The tweaked code could be found 

in the appendix B

image shows the two motors in the centre hull

The arduino with the compass shield



3
Enable a communication portal
To send positioning data and recieve instructions from 

shoreside the boat has to be able to communicate on 

long range. To stay relatively cheap it is a possibility 

to integrate a smartphone as communication device. 

The smart phone is also a mini computer that is 

able to process simple programs. Nowadays, a 

smartphone usually haves a GPS module, a gyroscope 

and sometimes a digital compass. If such kind of 

smartphone will be chosen, this will drasticly save costs 

in the electronics parts.

4
Create a shoreside control system
To control the boats as a swarm I investigated the options of systems that are able to 

control different vehicles as a swarm. As earlier discussed in this report the MOOS-IvP [1] 

system is very interesting for marine swarm controlling puproses. This system is able to 

control boats and avoid collision [2] with eachother and avoid collision with obstacles [3]. 

It is also able to control different boats as indivudual, aware of the boats own properties. 

MOOS-IvP isn’t aware of the final aim of a fleed yet. However, it is capable of controlling the 

fleed in a certain coöordinate polygon. This will be one of the further programming that has 

to be done in this system.

MOOS-IvP also has to become aware of sailing boats and weather conditions to grant the 

most effience in the swarm.

Concluding, MOOS-IvP is the most capable system to full fil the needs of the fourth 

challange.

[1] http://oceanai.mit.edu/moos-ivp/pmwiki/pmwiki.php?n=Main.HomePage
[2] http://oceanai.mit.edu/moos-ivp/pmwiki/pmwiki.php?n=Behaviors.AvoidCollision
[3] http://oceanai.mit.edu/moos-ivp/pmwiki/pmwiki.php?n=Behaviors.AvoidObstacles



The community 
platform

5



Create a community platform

The community in the end will control all the boats. So there 

have to be defined a system that is able to give the shore 

side controlling system instructions of what the flees and the 

boats should do. Everyone that has build a boat should be 

able to have influence of their own boat, but also all the boats 

should act as an efficient swarm of boats.

There is developed a platform that aims to manage the boats 

and to let the community drive the fleets. The ideas is that 

everyone could submit in the future section are one by one 

reviewed. In the end you can vote on the best ideas for the 

next goal for the fleet. This goal is translated to instruction for 

MOOS-IvP and processed to the boats in the end.

The homepage of the platform shows a world map with all 

current fleets in the world. The targeted area’s that should be 

cleaned are color-coded. The red areas are oil spills. And the 

green areas are fields of plastic debris that will be cleaned in 

the near future.

The second content element shows a top 3 of most active 

fleets on the Protei platform and the most active members 

within that fleet. Also a map with the current location of the 

fleet is visible on an interactive map.



The page “Your Boats” shows an overview of your boats. 

The current user just have one boat so there is shown 

only one object.

The element with the title “Boat Conditions” shows a 

overview of the current status of critical elements of the 

boat where the status is measured of. When one is bro-

ken there could be chosen to take action to fix the broken 

element within the boat.

Another possibility for the user is to change from fleet. If 

the user wants to participate in another protei fleet, this 

could be done in the section beneath the boat condition.

Updates of the activities of the boat are also provided in 

the right element of the page. The current batch, a batch 

what the boat is currently cleaning, is shown in the upper 

side. Also the assigned points for this batch are shown 

in the blue round. The history of batches is shown in the 

bottom half of the element.

The last element of this page shows a map with the cur-

rent location of the boat. And a track of the path the boat 

has gone. This element provides a feeling of awareness 

and joy that you really know where your boat is!



The page current targets, gives a clear overview of the 

current fleet, its participators and the boats participating.

The map on the upper side of the page shows the red-

color-coded oil spill and an icon of the fleet on the current 

position in real time.

The bottom part of the webpage shows a hierarchy of 

fleet-participators and their boats. Also a total of points 

and a overview of square meter cleaned ocean is shown in 

the right part of the element.

The overall goal of this page is to give a feeling of 

collaborating within the fleet by giving an overview of 

users with a picture. The overview of the rewarded points 

will make some kind of ranking within the fleet.

Further challenges for this page are to implement a kind 

of communication platform. A forum where you can start 

discussions different kind of topics would be an excellent 

opportunity to provide more collaboration within the fleet.



The top part of the page indicates an quick 

overview of different statistics of the user. In 

three different rounds are shown the reward-

ed points, the number of profile visits and the 

amount of sponsored euros.

Reward system.

On the online Protei platform you can get 

rewarded when cleaning the oceans. Each x 

cleaned square meter of oceans stands for an 

amount of x points. With these points there is 

created a ranking system between the users 

of protei. Because the rewarded points are 

standing for the ‘effort’ that is put in the project.

Profile visits

The green round indicates how much profile vis-

its the user have had, it is also a kind of social 

ranking. With more profile visits, you’re indirect-

ly more important within the community.

Sponsoring

The green icon indicates how much money 

there is sponsored for this user. The sponsoring 

function is part of the crowdsourcing platform 

on the Protei website. Money can be used 

again to build a next boat or to repair one of the 

current boats.



Future
On this page a user can put ideas for 

the future of their own protei fleet. The 

ideas are put into a database where all 

ideas are reviewed. In the end there is 

voted what idea should be full filled by 

the fleed.



Conclusion



Concluding this report with this final 
concept that is created, a concrete 
plan for how the Protei community 
should work in the future is made.
All of the five challenges aimed one of 
the aspects that had to be worked out 
to make a boat sail. The two biggest 
challenges were building a sailing 
boat and to make a platform for the 
community. The third and fourth step 
of the challenges are only worked out 
conceptually. 
 
There was aimed to also focus on al 
these challenges that are partly full 
filled or only conceptually full filled.

The online platform helps people to 
crowd source for their (next) sailing 

boat. When completed building it 
the boat could be added to that 
platform and you are able to follow 
the boat live. The platform also aims 
to create a close community of people 
dedicated to this project.

The concept how the individual sail 
of the boat should be controlled (step 
5 till step 1) is also worked out and a 
working concept of how it will work in 
the future.

If Protei continues with this concept I 
would like to help them work out the 
online platform and help them start 
the community.



Appendix



Appendix A; Code of “Intelligent Catamaran” 
sensing wind direction and wind speed; con-
trolling a sail with a servo
const int analogWindDirection = A0;  // Analog input pin that the 
potentiometer is attached to
const int analogWindSpeed = A1;  // Analog input pin that the 
circuit
const int analogOutPin = 13; // Analog output pin that the LED is 
attached to

int sensorValueWindDirection = 0;  
int MapValueWindDirection = 0;   
int sensorValueWindSpeed = 0;
int MapValueWindSpeed = 0;
int timer = 0;
int old_time = 0;
int new_time = 0;
int time_diff = 0;
int SailPosTo = 0;

#include <Servo.h> 

 
Servo myservo;  // create servo object to control a servo 
                // a maximum of eight servo objects can be created 
 
int pos = 0;    // variable to store the servo position 

void setup() {
  // initialize serial communications at 9600 bps:
  Serial.begin(9600);
  myservo.attach(9); 
}

void loop() {
  // read the analog in value:
  sensorValueWindDirection = analogRead(analogWindDirection);            
  // map it to the range of the analog out:
  MapValueWindDirection = map(sensorValueWindDirection, 329, 



670, 0, 180);

  sensorValueWindSpeed = analogRead(analogWindSpeed);
  timer++;
  if (sensorValueWindSpeed > 600) {
      MapValueWindSpeed = 1;
  } else {
     MapValueWindSpeed = 0; 
  }
  // change the analog out value:
  //analogWrite(analogOutPin, outputValue);           

  // print the results to the serial monitor:
  Serial.print(“WDirS = “ );
  Serial.print(sensorValueWindDirection);
  Serial.print(“\t WDir = “ );                       
  Serial.print(MapValueWindDirection);
  Serial.print(“\t WSpeedS = “ );
  Serial.print(sensorValueWindSpeed); 
  Serial.print(“\t WSpeedT = “);      
  Serial.println(MapValueWindSpeed);   

  SailPosTo = MapValueWindDirection/1.6;

  SailPos(SailPosTo);

  // wait 2 milliseconds before the next loop
  // for the analog-to-digital converter to settle
  // after the last reading:
  delay(1);                     
}
void SailPos(int pos) {
  myservo.write(pos); 
}
void calcSpeed (int timer) {
    // calc difference between times
    time_diff = timer - old_time;
    // 
    
    // difference is more then 3 -> so it is a real turn
    if(time_diff > 3) {
      old_time = timer;
    }
    if(time_diff > 10) {
     SailPos(0);
    }
 }



#include <Wire.h>
#include <Servo.h>
#include <LSM303.h>
#define filterSamples 13// filterSamples should be an odd 
number, no smaller than 3, the bigger the number the slower the 
rudder moves

//to connect the servo to myservo 1&2 Servo myservo1;
Servo myservo2;
LSM303 compass;

//variables for the rudder
int steerAngle = 2; //number between 1 and approximatly 4 the 
larger the number the less big will the steering angle be of the 
rudder
int turnAngle;
int turnDirection;
int tack = 115; //desired heading
int compassCourse ; // compass course at this moment without 
noise
int comparisonNumber; // = tack- compass = value between -360 
- +360
int rawDataRudder, smoothDataRudder; //variables for smooth-
ing the sensor data
int pos1 = 0;
int pos2 = 0;

int sensSmoothArray1 [filterSamples]; // array for holding raw 
sensor values for com- passdata

//variables for the sail
const int Sig_A = 5; // quadrature signal A pin
const int Sig_B = 6; // quadrature signal B pin
const int ledPin = 13; // pin number of the onboard LED
int RotaryCounterAbs;
int iRotaryCounter = 0; // Encoder relative position
int rotaryValue;
int sailValue[48] = {0,7,17,22,27,32,37,42,47,52,57,62,67,72,77,82,87,
92,97,102,107,112,11 7,122,122,117,112,107,102,97,92,87,82,77,72,6
7,62,57,52,47,42,37,32,27,22,17,7,0};
void setup() {

// assing the input pins for windsensor: pinMode(Sig_A, INPUT);
digitalWrite(Sig_A, HIGH); // turn on pullup resistors
pinMode(Sig_B, INPUT);
digitalWrite(Sig_B, HIGH); // turn on pullup resistors pinMode(led-
Pin, OUTPUT);
Serial.begin(9600); // initialize serial communication: Serial.
print(“E: read quadrature signal on pins 2/3\n” );

//rudder myservo1.attach(12);
myservo2.attach(11);
Serial.begin(9600); 

Appendix B; Re-used of the Code of Rick 
Bootsman Recalibrated



Wire.begin();

compass.init();
compass.enableDefault();
// Calibration values.
compass.m_min.x = -664;
compass.m_min.y = -413;
compass.m_min.z = -476;
compass.m_max.x = +361;
compass.m_max.y = +511;
compass.m_max.z = +490;

void loop() { //rudderservo
  compass.read();
  rawDataRudder = compass.heading((LSM303::vector){0,-1,0}); //
read compass data and
  put it in int rawdatarudder
  smoothDataRudder = smooth(rawDataRudder, sensS-
moothArray1); //smoothing the data see digital smooth funtion

  comparisonNumber = tack-smoothDataRudder;
  if (comparisonNumber < -180)
  {
    turnDirection=0; //linksom draaien
    turnAngle = ((360+comparisonNumber)/steerAngle); 
  }
  else if (comparisonNumber < -10) {
    turnDirection=1; // rechtsom draaien
    turnAngle = ((-1*comparisonNumber)/steerAngle); 
  }
  else if (comparisonNumber < 10)
  {

    //do nothing
    turnDirection=2; //do nothing
   }
  else if (comparisonNumber <180) {
    turnDirection=0; // linksom draaien
    turnAngle = ((comparisonNumber)/steerAngle);
  }
  else {
    turnDirection=1; // rechtsom draaien
    turnAngle = ((360-comparisonNumber)/steerAngle);
  }
  if (turnDirection == 1) {
    //turn to the right pos1 = (95-turnAngle); myservo1.write(pos1); 
  }
  else if (turnDirection ==0) {
    pos1= (95+turnAngle);
    myservo1.write(pos1);
  }
  if (turnDirection == 2) {
  pos1 = 95;
  myservo1.write(pos1);
  }
  myservo1.write(pos1); /*
  Serial.print (tack);
  Serial.print (“ raw “);
  Serial.print (rawDataRudder);
  Serial.print (“ turndirection “);
  

  Serial.print (pos1);
  Serial.print (“ angle
  Serial.print (turnAngle);



  Serial.print (“ comparisonnumber “); Serial.print (comparison-
Number); Serial.print (“ rotaryvalue “); Serial.println (rotaryValue);
  */
  //sail
  boolean bSigA, bSigB;
  static boolean bLastSigA;
  bSigA = digitalRead(Sig_A);
  // compare the pin level to its previous state
  if (bSigA != bLastSigA)
    {
    bLastSigA = bSigA;
    bSigB = digitalRead(Sig_B);
    if(bSigA)
      {
        if(bSigB) iRotaryCounter++; else iRotaryCounter--;
      } else {
        if(bSigB) iRotaryCounter--; else iRotaryCounter++;
      }
  RotaryCounterAbs = abs(iRotaryCounter);
  digitalWrite(ledPin, 1); Serial.println(RotaryCounterAbs%48, DEC); 
rotaryValue = RotaryCounterAbs%48; delay(2); // debouncing 
contacts
  pos2 = sailValue[rotaryValue]; myservo2.write(pos2);
    } 
}
// smooth de compasss signal to make the rudder movements 
slower
int smooth(int rawIn, int *sensSmoothArray){ // “int *sens-
SmoothArray” passes an array to the function - the asterisk 
indicates the array name is a pointer
int j, k, temp, top, bottom; long total;
static int i;

// static int raw[filterSamples];
static int sorted[filterSamples];
boolean done;
i = (i + 1) % filterSamples; // increment counter and roll over if 
necc. - % (modulo opera- tor) rolls over variable
sensSmoothArray[i] = rawIn; // input new data into the oldest 
slot // Serial.print(“raw = “);
for (j=0; j<filterSamples; j++){ // transfer data array into anther 
array for sorting and averaging
  sorted[j] = sensSmoothArray[j]; 
}
done = 0; // flag to know when we’re done sorting
while(done != 1){ // simple swap sort, sorts numbers from lowest 
to highest
done = 1;
for (j = 0; j < (filterSamples - 1); j++){
if (sorted[j] > sorted[j + 1]){ temp = sorted[j + 1]; sorted [j+1] = sort-
ed[j] ; sorted [j] = temp;
done = 0; }
} }
/*
  for (j = 0; j < (filterSamples); j++){
  Serial.print(sorted[j]);
  Serial.print(“ “); }
  Serial.println(); */
  // numbers are out of order - swap
  // print the array to debug
  // throw out top and bottom 15% of samples - limit to throw out 
at least one from top and bottom
  bottom = max(((filterSamples * 15) / 100), 1);
  top = min((((filterSamples * 85) / 100) + 1 ), (filterSamples - 1)); // 
the + 1 is to make up for asymmetry caused by integer rounding



  k = 0; total = 0;

for ( j = bottom; j< top; j++){
  total += sorted[j]; // total remaining indices k++;
  // Serial.print(sorted[j]);
  // Serial.print(“ “);
}
  // Serial.println();
  // Serial.print(“average = “); // Serial.println(total/k);
return total / k; // divide by number of samples }
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